National cranberry cooperative process flow diagram

Introduction and issue statement National Cranberry Cooperative NCC is an organization,
formed and owned by growers of cranberries, to process and to market their produce. Through
a Receiving Plant 1 RP1 , it processes dry and wet berries to prepare them for process fruit
products for example, juice, canned, frozen berries etc. A recent review of last falls operations
at RP1 by Superintendent and co-op members has identified following issues. Even after
installing a 5th Kiwanee dumper at RP1,. The waiting time to unload at receiving is too long and
inconsistent. Once started, receiving is a 7 to 8 minute process, but the growers are upset as
their leased trucks with hired drivers are sitting idle for unknown periods of. Overtime at the
plant is out of control. The berry grading process between numbers 2B and 3 berries is not
accurate. Whenever there is a close comparison as to whether a load is 2B or 3, the chief berry
receiver usually grades it a 3. It was found that when the berries were used, only about half of
them were number 3. This is a. There is not enough capacity for wet berries. There need to be
more holding bins. Following business case discusses measures that can be adopted to cut
wait times for better serving of our growers, to help decide equipment purchase for increasing
capacity, to make the berry grading process more accurate as well as to cut overtime for cost
controlling. Chhatre, J. Parkinson, A. Sivaraman, M. Thiruvarasu The process flow diagram of
the process fruit operation at NCC is as shown on the next page. Please refer appendix page for
detailed calculations. If we assume that the trucks arrive uniformly over a period of 12 hours,
the bottleneck could be identified by calculating the implied utilization: Process Step. Hence, on
a peak day it would take 21 hrs to process bbls of berries. Assuming that the process starts at
7. Until the holding bins are emptied for the remaining barrels, the trucks would. Assuming
every batch of trucks arrive simultaneously, the last truck would arrive at 7pm and wait 3.
Proposed changes Add one dryer It is evident from the above calculations that drying wet
berries is a bottleneck. Addition of one dryer would be beneficial as shown in these
calculations. This will resolve issue with waiting of trucks. This is a reduction of 5 hours over 21
hours. This helps reducing overtime payments to workers. Add holding bins Let us calculate
impact of converting holding bins from holding just dry berries to dry as well as wet berries.
Add a light meter system for color grading In , NCC lost 1. Summary In conclusion, By adding
one dryer instead of the holding bins, we would solve the problem of the trucks waiting and also
reduces the overtime costs which would not be possible by just increasing the number of
holding. In addition to the dryer, the light meter system would reduce losses incurred by paying
extra premium. Appendix Receiving: Although the berries in the truck are sampled for weighing
and color coding we shall take the Kiwanee dumpers as the main equipment to calculate
capacity at receiving. Time taken to empty 1 truck at Kiwanee dumper: 7 to 8 min. Average Time
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connection that is much easier to understand in an electrical circuit or system. An electrical
diagram can indicate all the interconnections, indicating their relative positions. The use of this
Array can be positively recognized in a production project or in solving electrical problems.

This can prevent a lot of damage that even derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates
communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing
them. The pictures are also helpful in making repairs. It shows whether the installation has been
appropriately designed and implemented while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives
information about the relative position and arrangement of devices and terminals on the
devices, to help in building or servicing the device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where
the arrangement of the components interconnections on the diagram usually does not
correspond to the components physical locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show
more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic
notation to emphasize interconnections over physical appearance. Process Flow Diagram
National Cranberry Cooperative show the circuit flow with its impression rather than a genuine
representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair or examine
a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented with the
help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal lines.
However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Process Flow Diagram
National Cranberry Cooperative The layout facilitates communication between electrical
engineers designing electrical circuits and implementing them. National Cranberry Cooperative
by philip georgePrezi. Case Questions: National Cranberry Cooperative 1. Ncc case
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Please. As a result, our temporary holding bins are full For each step in the process indicate the
resource pool, number of resources in the pool, total capacity of the pool. There are actually 27
holding bins, some of which can hold either dry or wet cranberries. Executive Summary
Operations Management Introduction As a leader in the fruit industry, National Cranberry
Cooperative NCC is ready to take on some changes in order to increase efficiency in its
operation. The entire process flow by which cranberries enter, move, and exit Receiving Plant
No. Such improvements will reduce the expensive overtime costs that have been incurred and
reduce the waiting time for inbound delivery The processed berries are sold in bulk and bags.
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capacity National Cranberry is a cooperative of berry growers around North America that share
common production facilities and for the last several years have been experiencing capacity
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Study National Cranberry is a cooperative of berry growers around North America that share
common production facilities and for the last several years have been experiencing capacity
bottlenecks among other issues. Using the diagram , we can assess: 1. The dryer unit can
process bbls wet cranberries per day Looking at the process we know that there is a bottleneck
at Drying unit: I. On an average day a total This analysis will discuss how NCC can improve its
operation before the peak-season comes in. The analysis was based from facts cited in the
case, using tools such as but not limited to process flow diagram , cost, benefit and utilization
analysis, and work-force scheduling. The author recommends Walliston gave two options to
avoid these problems next fall is to buy and install two new dryers, and to convert dry berry
holding bins so that they can store The holding bins fill up because within the cranberry
operating system there is a bottleneck, a place in the production process where production

slows down because of a slow or Question 2 Question 3 Process Flow Diagram for wet and dry
cranberries Working Note: Arrival of berries- In the process fruit, first berries are arrived on
receiving plant Through their full-scale processing operation at receiving plant, NCC is able to
handle all aspects of production from the physical collection of cranberries from suppliers to
the packaging of product for sale. In particular, are the continuously growing Develop a process
flow diagram for processing cranberries both Background National Cranberry Cooperative NCC
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Actions Shares. No notes for slide. Ncc case study 1. There is also a secondary problem
regarding grading of process berries. Half of the berries graded as top quality are actually not
top quality and do not deserve extra premiums paid on the top quality berries. How might
transport vehicles be utilized more effectively? Should crews be scheduled differently on peak
days? Be sure to substantiate all calculations. On a peak day, RPI process about bbl per day
spread over 12 hours. Calculations for Plant Operations Starting at AM Looking at the process
we know that there is a bottleneck at drying unit. The trucks start arriving at AM and store the
wet berries in storage bins 17 â€” 24, 25, 26, and The trucks start waiting at Out of this will be in
the bins and will be waiting in the truck. Thus, there is an overtime of 13 hours. In order to
reduce the truck waiting time and overtime costs, the transportation schedule or receiving
schedule needs to be utilized effectively. So the truck will start waiting at PM. Out of this, bbl
will be in bins and rest bbl will be in trucks. Thus, inventory will start building from 7. On a peak
day a total of 18, bbl is received out of which bbl is wet. With the current system, , bbls of
berries are paid a premium of 50 cents per bbl, yet when the berries are used only about half of
them are actually considered No. Installing a light grading system would lead to increase in the
margins of the receiving plant 1 but would be a loss for the cooperative as a whole as money,
instead of being paid to the farmers would go to the worker who is hired. But status quo can
also not be maintained as it leads to wrong distribution of benefits to farmers with a lower
quality crop. An alternate solution can be to have strict control in the manual grading process
and increase the variety of shade cards so that berries can be rightly classified. One more
category in between 2A and 3 can also be made having a lesser premium than quality 3. But the
various other implications of this step should be taken into account like increased final
processing cost and resentment from the farmers. Why do storage bins need to be conver
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ted? How many should be converted? The storage bins are used to hold berries between
receiving and destoning and dechaffing. The purpose of the storage bins is to hold the berries

between receiving and destining and dechaffing. Some of the storage bins are for dry berries, a
handful of storage bins can be used for either wet or dry berries, and a few of the holding bins
are for wet berries only. This increase is why some of the dry berry holding bins need to be
converted to be able to hold dry or water-harvested berries. That means that 8 of the dry holding
barrels need to be converted to wet or dry barrels. Thus, there is an overtime of 7. Assuming
normal working day of 8 hours, there is an overtime of 0. Additional saving is just 0. An
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